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INTRODUCTION
What is the task of the assignment?
Who am I designing for?
RESEARCH

location
existing building
users
design strategies
existing building
the lobby
the canal
users demands

how to make this building more open and attractive to the public?
how to make large building more user-friendly for public, visitors and civil servants?
how to expand the quantity and quality of public services by offering bigger variety of functions in one place?
design strategies

accentuating the entrance
transparency and openness to the public
wayfinding within the building
PROPOSAL

building alterations
circulation and accessibility
building functions
materialisation
building alterations

existing building creating transparent and friendly envelope at the lower levels creating a space for public functions at the lower levels terrace and indoor gardens for the visitors and civil servants spaces to host conferences and meetings of different scale and importance creating extra route for horizontal circulation and extra space in the atrium creating department anchor points
circulation and accessibility

visitors

civil
cervants

public

vip drop-off
building functions
VIP levels

office levels for civil servants

conference facilities for visitors, ministerial employees and VIP guests

public functions
“[...] in large buildings it is often necessary to deliberately vary the colours in different parts of the building so that most colours of the spectrum may be seen by the occupants during the workday.”

Albert O. Halse
city lobby
rijkslobby and exposition
offices and meeting rooms
informal meeting places
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND SEQUENCE OF SPACES

- public levels
- conference levels
- office levels
- building technology
public functions
ground floor

Central Station

Turfmarkt
entrance view from the central station
ind and legalisation
entrance to the legalisation office
passage through the building
detail of the glass facade
details reading room
retail, bicycle pak and vip drop-off
1st floor

IND offices

Meeting rooms
2nd floor

governmental helpdesk

bar and exposition
2nd floor
3rd floor

checkpoints and distribution level
conference levels
atria

game atrium

picknick atrium
typology of meeting spaces

large - van Klevvenzaal

medium - multi-purpose rooms

small - meeting rooms
office levels
Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment

office levels
typology of spaces

informal meeting area
circulation node
informal meeting area
office wing
vip levels
15th floor
16th floor
office climate regulation

winter

summer
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